2011 Game Reports for Week 8
SLW Black
The Falcons SLW Black fifth quarter squad composed of Olaleye, Dillman, Young, Jedlowski, Majcina,
Hasson, Kepuraitis, Sidler, Brooks, Daly, Bruns, Crowley, and Hagemaster scored a touchdown on the
third play. They played right to the last minute with a dramatic pass to the end zone as the last play of the
quarter. The regular game consisted of offensive play by the team of Falcone, Sicinski, Pierre-Antoine,
Bouck, Clark, Rojas, LaCognata, Peloquin, Mize, Ferneau and Herlihy. Chillon, Majcina, Brooks, and
Dillman joined the play on defense. The game started with an onside kick recovered by the Falcons! This
led to an early touchdown by Rojas and an extra point by Bouck to put the Falcons ahead. A Patriots
fumble recovery by Pierre-Antoine led to a touchdown by Sicinski and another extra point by Bouck. By
the end of the half it was Falcons 14 to the Patriots 0. The second half was a battle for midfield that was
only broken by a big reception for a 20 yard gain by LaCognata. The game settled back into the midfield
struggle and ended with a score of 14-0 in favor of the Falcons. A great way to finish the Season!

SLW Blue
The 5th quarter game was a defensive struggle. The Falcon offense moved the ball downfield as tailback
Gluch ran hard behind some solid blocking from Noetzel, Nikolic, Stolarek, and Phaby. Defensively,
Adamo led the charge with Falejczyk, Lathus, Willis, Leonardo, Sapato, and Nelson providing key tackles.
Morris scored on the last play for the victory.
In the regular game, SLW Blue clinched a playoff appearance with a 20-0 victory over the Redskins. The
Falcons offensive line of Tremblay, Villa, Michaels, Scianna, Nelson and Rekart controlled the game with
a huge contribution from Teodoro on the outside. QB Wiechers completed multiple passes and RB’s
Bragiel and Page scored long TD’s. Straight caught a pass for an extra point and ran for a key first down.
Michaels celebrated his birthday with about nine tackles. BigRed, Teodoro, and Pommo all had TFL’s and
Paull stopped a breakaway to preserve the shutout.

SLW White
SLW Ottawa Eagles (26) Frankfort Falcons White(0)
Kekatos began the fifth quarter by tackling the Ottawa runner after an interception. Bell snuck up from
behind on a number of occasions to bring down the opponent. Paliga and Amendola worked together to
sack the quarterback. Bell and Cumbee cooperated to cause a fumble and complete a backfield tackle.
Teske and Melendez also delivered some hard hits. Melendez advanced the ball on two consecutive
plays that allowed Cumbee to take the ball into the end zone for Frankfort’s only touchdown.
In first quarter play Lieser, Hackett and Dziedzic were knocking Eagles down all over the field. Bruns
pushed the runner out of bounds to prevent a further gain and Guzy came through with a nice tackle.
Ottawa continued to work Frankfort’s defensive line throughout the rest of the game. Barrera and Hackett
tried their best to get the ball into the end zone with no luck.

LW Black
LW Black vs Manhattan Patriots….A bright pleasant day for Falcon fans…..A tragedy for Patriot
spectators. At approximately 2:30 Sunday afternoon, hunting season commenced for the Falcons where
LW Black cinched their 8th victory for the season. The defense was on fire during the 1st Quarter as
Beltz, Clarke, Milhajlovich, and DMShelton forced a turnover on downs. During the 2nd Quarter, the
defense “bought the wood” as Beltz, Figus, Parrish, Mergenthaler, and Milhajlovich, DBShelton, and
DMShelton put a pounding on the Patriot offense. On offense, Malito secured 2 touchdowns and
Greenawalt kicked a field goal for the extra point. During the 2nd half, the defense issued several
“slobber knockers” softening the Patriot offense, and Clarke ran the ball for the 3rd Falcon touchdown
securing a 20 to 7 Falcon victory. Sheer awesomeness are the words to describe the players during the
5th quarter as Lopez and Wharrie secured 2 touchdowns for a 12 to 6 Falcon victory.

LW Blue
LW Blue got back to its’ winning ways against the Morris Warriors. Blue beat the Warriors 20-0. The
offense was productive all afternoon racking up 236 yards of Offense, highlighted by a 67 yard run by
Bolsoni and a 32 yard TD pass from Judd to Evans. Scianna, B. Ernst and Dunlap were also solid running
the ball also. Blue’s stingy Defense stole the show, allowing the Warriors just 19 yards of Offense all
afternoon! This included Blue’s 5th quarter Defense playing the entire 4th quarter! There were
outstanding individual efforts from both defensive squads, but I would like to commend each and every
member of the defensive teams on the field, representing Frankfort Blue this past Sunday on a truly
dominant effort. Great Job Guys!
LW White – no report submitted

JV Black
After a tough overtime loss, Frankfort JV Black bounced back with a convincing 46-6 victory over the
Manhattan Patriots. The only thing close in this game, was the halftime wheelchair race between Michael
and Nicholas Piunti.
The Falcons were led by Shafer who passed for three touchdowns and ran for two more. Z. Tencza,
Shafer, and Powers had TD catches and Stewart and Shirley ran for scores also.
Notable contributors were Welker (fumble recovery and interception), Panning (fumble recovery),
Townsend who sacked the quarterback and Ruzutto with a tackle for loss. The entire offensive line of
Ruiz, J. Tencza, Bender, Panning, and Flaherty provided outstanding pass protection and run blocking.
In the 5th quarter game, the Falcons also prevailed by a 14-0 score. Washington and Stewart had
rushing touchdowns. On defense, Pallisard and Bartusiewicz had quarterback sacks, Wise a tackle for
loss and Covaciu contributed tackles. Final play of the game, Vegas chased down a Patriot the one-yard
line to preserve the shutout.
JV Blue
The Frankfort Falcons Junior Varsity Blue hosted the visiting Morris Warriors at Lincoln-Way North on
Sunday.
Both teams struggled offensively and were unable to put any points on the board during the first quarter.
Three penalties and three incomplete passes during their first drive actually found the Falcons going
backwards. However, a nice catch by Nelson (22) before the end of the first quarter put some forward
momentum in JV Blue’s offensive game.

Morris was the first team to score, as they were able to complete a 60-yard pass play. The point after
was unsuccessful, leaving the Falcon’s trailing 0-6. Tunstall (21) recovered a fumble with 26.5 seconds
left in the second quarter, however the offense could not capitalize and the Falcons walked off the field at
halftime trailing 0-6.
Bryant (25) started out the second half by not only kicking off to the Warriors, but by making the ensuing
tackle after the kick as well. Ostrowski (12), Nelson (22), Scianna (11) and Stegmueller (98) followed up
strong offensively allowing the Falcons to put up 14 points during the third quarter while the defense held
the Warriors to only 8 points with the score tied 14-14 at the end of the third quarter.
Bragiel (93) forces a bobbled snap but the Falcons were unable to capitalize off the turnover. The
Warriors scored with 5:58 remaining in the fourth quarter and a missed extra point attempt leaving the
Falcons trailing 14-20. A fumble recovery gave the Falcons one last chance with 55.1 seconds remaining
in the game. However, they were unable to put together a successful drive after an interception by the
Warriors sealed the victory for the visiting team with the final score showing 14-20 in favor of the Warriors.

JV White
The fifth quarter started out with nice runs by Schmidt, McGivern, and Bachler. After giving the ball back
to the Eagles, Bachler and Walsh had some nice tackles for losses. Quarterback Walsh handed off to
Brozovic for a nice gain but the back and forth struggle resulted in an Eagle's win 6 to 0.
The opening play of the JV White game was a dribbled kick-off which Kaminski recovered. The game
turned out be quite a defensive struggle. Hawkinson was stopped twice by the stingy Eagle defense. On
defense, McGivern and Huguelet stopped long runs by the Eagle offense. After a false start and delay of
game penalty put the opposing offense in the hole, McGivern intercepted a deflected pass to the flat to
get the ball back for the Falcons. After two runs for no gain Hawkinson with first and twenty two
thundered for fifteen yards to get close to the first down. Morrissey made a nice tackle on a long run by
the Eagle's to end the first quarter 0 to 0. The second quarter saw several dropped balls by the Eagle's
receivers. After a first down the Eagle's marched up the field and into the end zone to take a 7 point
lead. As the Falcon offense sputtered the defense kept it close by nice tackles by Zavis and a timely
interception by Huguelet right to the end zone and the follow-up extra point run by Kaminski evened the
score 7 to 7. To start the second half, Zelenika made a nice tackle on the kickoff return and again
Zelenika on an Eagle's double reverse. An untimely fumble put an end to the forward momentum by the
Falcons. In addition, Muhammad ran one in for a touchdown which was negated by an offensive holding
call. The next play saw a Falcon pass intercepted to end yet another drive. Carr wraps up an Eagle to
end the third quarter tied 7 to 7. The fourth quarter saw a tackle made by Polka after a long Eagle's run.
Falcons defense made a nice third down stop as Weaver grabbed a jersey and held on until the Eagle's
player came down to the ground. With three minutes left in the game and the Falcons driving, first downs
were made on runs by Muhammad and catches by Kaminski. With fourth and sixteen, Muhammad
scrambled for fifteen yards but came up one yard short and turned the ball over on downs to the Eagles.
With 50.9 seconds left, the Eagle's punched it into the end zone to take a 14 to 7 lead. The Falcons
mounted one last attempt to tie this one up with passes by Hawkinson and Kaminski but in the end, with
no time left, the Ottawa Eagles won this contest of the birds of prey 14 to 7.

V Black
Last Sunday, Varsity Black finally came up victorious over the Manhattan Patriots. It was an exciting
finish for the Falcons. Powers ran in for a touchdown on the 3rd play of the game after an on-side kick
recovery and 34yd gain by McCorkle. Taylor split the uprights to make it 8-0. Varsity Black would add 2
more touchdowns by Powers and McCorkle along with perfect extra point attempts by Taylor to close out

the first quarter, 24-0. The defense of Jackson, Taylor, Sterling, Townsend, Witczak, Burns, Powers,
Lopez, Schipiour, McCorkle, and Vincent held the Patriots to only 6 points. The offense of Schipiour,
Smolinski, Lucca, Bruns, Johnson, Patton, Zajac, Burns, Lopez, Powers, and Galifos would go on the
score one more. Varsity Black wins 32-6. A big THANKS to our coaches and team mom for all of their
time spent with our boys and Good Luck to our 8th graders!

V Blue
The Frankfort Falcon Varsity Blue(5-2) lost an 8-0 defensive battle against Morris. The half ended
scoreless as the Falcons held Morris to just 21yds on 13 plays, including a big 4th down stop by Rauch
and Bolsoni. The Falcons had a nice drive to start the second half. Bolsoni(6-41yds) picked up a big first
down. Werniak(9-55yds) then broke free for 22yds, but after a Worker(7-25 yd) blast to the 13 the drive
stalled. Morris found themselves at the start of the 4th quarter with a 3rd and 30yds after successive
penalties. A Morris quick kick caught the Falcons off guard and rolled to the Falcon 20. Morris stopped
the Falcons on the next series and blocked the punt, recovering the ball on the Falcon 1. Morris punched
it in for the win. Strong defensive play was also found from Ziganto, Christensen, Worker, Cooper(2
hurries), Jones, McGinn, Lemmons, Hould, and Bruen.

V White
Varsity White vs. Ottawa Eagles
It was a gorgeous football Saturday in Ottawa for the 'Birds of Prey' game between Varsity White and the
Ottawa Eagles. Carr, QB, really hit his passing stride, blasting Goodwin (2 whopper receptions for 1st
downs), Morrissey, McDermed (2 ginormous catches for 1st downs), and Panfil with completed passes.
The pigskin was also moved down the field with successful carries by Morrissey, Moran, Goodwin, and
Straka. On defense, hard hitters included McDermed (bringing the hurt on an Eagle in the backfield),
Ronza, Barkauski, O'Connell, and Straka (tackle shook us in the bleachers!). Other outstanding
defensive plays included a pass broken up by McDermed and a fumble recovery by Panfil.
FINAL SCORE: VARSITY WHITE FALCONS....6

OTTAWA EAGLES...22

